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X-ray mammograms reveal abnormal tissue densities, while metabolic images identify regions of
abnormal metabolism. Conventional nuclear medicine and radiologic breast images must be ac-
quired at different times with different patient positions making coregistration difficult. Accurate
coregistration of metabolic and x-ray images of the breast is likely to be important when acquiring
information about the location and diagnosis of suspicious lesions or tumors. Our PEM-1~positron
emission mammography! system detects metabolic activity within the breast. The two planar de-
tectors are integrated into a conventional x-ray mammography unit. This arrangement simplifies the
image registration process by allowing a breast metabolic image to be acquired immediately after
performing an x-ray mammogram. The patient is not moved between procedures. A coregistration
tool has also been developed. A thin plastic sheet with a wire frame protrudes from the side of the
upper PEM detector. With the tool positioned over the suspicious area of the breast, a magnified
film density image is made using the available x-ray equipment. A radio-opaque rectangular outline
of the wire frame is visible on the film image. During a positron emission metabolic scan, detectors
acquire a 49359 mm2 image of the same region. The PEM detectors can be positioned anywhere
along the width of the breast. This provides an image of a particular region of interest. Several
contiguous images may be combined to provide a complete scan. ©1998 American Association
of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~98!01311-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray mammography is currently the imaging technique
choice for detection of breast cancer. However, this te
nique has limited sensitivity and specificity. Dense tiss
masses found within the breast are regarded as suspic
lesions. Using mammography it is difficult to differentia
dense but healthy breast tissue from a dense tumor. M
~65%–85%!1 breast biopsies based on suspicious mamm
raphy findings return a negative diagnosis for breast can
after pathological examination of the excised tissue. Alter
tively, a tumor may have a similar density to healthy tiss
so some ~5%–15%! of cancers are not detected wi
mammography.2

In 1930 Warburget al.3 first described enhanced gluco
metabolism in tumors compared with healthy normal tissu
Recently Brownet al.4 showed that the increased gluco
uptake in breast tumors is facilitated by an increased exp
sion of the glucose transporter molecule GLUT-1~in re-
sponse to hypoxic conditions within the tumor!. 2-@F-18#-
flouro-2-deoxy-D-glucose~FDG! is a positron emitting
glucose analog that is widely used for metabolic imag
with positron emission tomography~PET!. FDG and glucose
enter cells via the same membrane transport mechani
The metabolites of FDG accumulate preferentially in tum
cells. Normal cells also accumulate FDG, but at a redu
rate compared to the active tumor cells. This provides
2119 Med. Phys. 25 „11…, November 1998 0094-2405/98/25 „
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contrast needed to identify tumors against a background
normal tissue. The accumulation of FDG in different tissu
can be measured quantitatively using PET. A FDG P
study by Wahlet al.5 in breast cancer patients demonstrat
a mean tumor to background ratio of 8.1:1~range 1.8–
.800, 25 tumors, size ‘‘3.0 cm’’–‘‘8312 cm’’!. Tseet al.6

reported that 12/14 breast cancer patients showed pos
FDG uptake. Nieweget al.7,8 reported 11/12 cases of pr
mary breast cancer were detected with FDG-PET, with o
one lesion, which was under 1 cm, being missed. A study
97 breast tumor patients with FDG studies by Avrilet al.9 is
the most extensive series published so far. They foun
sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 85% when applyin
full quantification to their images. Avril states that motio
artifacts and small lesions caused a loss of sensitivity in th
results.

We have applied the basic principles of~PET! technology
to a dedicated breast imaging instrument.10–12 Our positron
emission mammography~PEM-1! instrument has been de
veloped to image tumors within the moderately compres
breast by taking advantage of the increased FDG uptake.
term ‘‘positron emission mammography’’ refers to any i
strument, regardless of its geometry or image reconstruc
algorithm, which is designed to detect the presence of p
tron emitting isotopes within breast tissues. Recently ot
PEM instrument designs have been reported.13–17 The first
211911…/2119/11/$15.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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2120 Bergman et al. : PEM and mammogram coregistration 2120
clinical PEM study was reported by Weinberget al.13 in
1996.

PEM can determine if a suspicious lesion has an abnor
metabolic rate, implying the presence of cancerous ce
This suggests that it will have an important role as a seco
ary cancer screening technique~after mammography, but be
fore biopsy!. We anticipate that PEM will eventually be ab
to detect these changes in metabolism quantitatively. T
would provide a useful tool for assessing a tumor’s respo
to anticancer drugs and radiation therapy.18,19Tumors, which
respond to a variety of treatments, generally have muc
lower FDG uptake than they did before the onset
therapy.20,21 A recent study by Bassaet al.,22 has shown a
significant decrease in tumor glucose metabolism in respo
to an effective course of chemotherapy.

Comparing images obtained from different modalities h
traditionally been an obstacle. For example, conventio
nuclear medicine and radiologic breast images must be
quired at different times with different patient positions.
practice, methods employed for image registration inclu
the use of positioning devices to align the patient, exter
and internal landmarks, and relatively complex mathemat
algorithms.23,24 Accurate coregistration of metabolic and
ray mammography images of the breast provides a valu
approach to identifying, localizing, and quantifying chang
in breast anatomy and glucose metabolism. Combining x
mammography and metabolic imaging into one unit simp
fies the registration process by allowing for consecutive
ages to be acquired without moving the patient betw
scans.

II. EQUIPMENT

A. PEM detectors

Construction details of the PEM scanner have been
scribed in a previous paper by Thompsonet al.10 Briefly, the
detectors are comprised of two 72372320 mm3 pixellated
bismuth germinate scintillation crystal block arrays. The t
planar detectors are positioned 180° relative to each o
and they operate in coincidence to detect the 511 keV a
hilation photons from positron decay. The crystals are
from both sides of the block~11.5 mm depth on one side an
6.5 mm depth on the other! with the separation between cu
being 2.0 mm. The cuts are offset 1 mm on both sides giv
a sampling distance of 1.0 mm. The crystals are optic
coupled to Hamamatsu R3941-05 position-sensitive ph
multiplier tubes~PS-PMT!.

The signals from each PS-PMT are processed to prod
X, Y position and energy information about each pho
interaction. Timing signals from the last dynode of each
tector are processed by a constant fraction discriminator
a coincidence circuit. Valid coincidences are used to trig
an Aurora-14 6-channel CAMAC analog to digital conver
~ADC! which digitizes the energy and position signals. T
ADC is interfaced to a DEC Alpha workstation. The wor
station is on a cart with the data acquisition system moun
below. In practice, it stands in one corner of the mamm
raphy examination room. The PEM and x-ray images
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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available during the patient examination. This greatly fac
tates acquisition of additional PEM images and retakes of
mammograms, if necessary, to optimize lesion visibility.

B. X-ray mammography films

The x-ray mammography film images are acquired o
Philips Mammo DIAGNOST-UC unit. Standard diagnost
mammography film is used. The developed films are pla
on a light box and digitized using a Panasonic WV-BL-2
video camera connected to the Alpha workstation. The r
video image has 5123480 pixels. The pixels in the raw
video image are interpolated in order to make them squ
The resulting matrix size is 5123380 pixels. The size of the
pixels depends on the setting on the video camera’s zo
lens.

C. Integration of PEM and x-ray mammography

The PEM detectors have been integrated into a conv
tional Philips mammography unit as illustrated in Fig.
Each detector is housed in a shielded aluminum box. A s
dard mammography magnification table has been modi
such that the PEM system will attach securely onto the str
ture of the x-ray unit. The magnification table is a hollo
box conventionally used to establish a fixed amount of d
tance between the breast and the x-ray film cassette.

The two PEM detectors are mounted on rails in order
scan the entire breast width. The detectors always mov
tandem. During an x-ray mammogram, the detectors s
out of the x-ray photon field allowing an unobstructed fil
image to be acquired. The maximum height of the magn
cation table/PEM detector assembly is 45 cm. The width
the instrument varies from 30 to 46 cm depending on
lateral position of the detectors. A plastic compress

FIG. 1. The integration of PEM detectors~white areas! into a conventional
mammography unit~shaded areas!. The PEM detectors are shown retracte
to allow an x-ray mammogram to be performed. The PEM detectors slid
the left of the figure to perform the PEM scan.
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2121 Bergman et al. : PEM and mammogram coregistration 2121
paddle is used to immobilize the breast. The compress
paddle attenuates approximately 2%–3% of the 511 k
gamma rays.

The biggest problem with this design has been the p
tioning of the detectors over suspicious regions that
within 2.5 cm of the chest wall. Here we have found th
mediolateral oblique views allow for deeper imaging.

III. PEM IMAGE ACQUISITION

A. PEM software

The PEM software consists of three interdependent p
grams to acquire, compute, or accept commands, and dis
the images. The command program is used to select var
options: identify the patient; digitize a mammogram; red
play previous images, etc. It also performs the backpro
tion and corrections described below. During the exami
tion, the display program provides an almost ‘‘real-time
display of seven transverse PEM images correspondin
seven slice depths through the compressed breast.~The im-
ages are normally updated every 5 s.! The display program is
an x-windows application. The display allows the user
control the image contrast, color table, and to load a sele
image into one of three auxiliary windows for further pr
cessing. These windows allow one selected image to be
tered, to produce profiles used to measure the lesion con
and size, and to register the PEM image with the mamm
gram.

B. Image formation

The X andY positioning information for each detector
used to identify discrete crystal elements at both ends
line of response through the breast volume.10 Extensive use
is made of look-up tables, which are loaded as require12

Limited angle backprojection is used to form PEM imag
which are oriented transverse to the patient’s body.10 With
this method, a number of image planes can be viewed.
have chosen to display seven planes through the thickne
the compressed breast~Fig. 2!. To form the images a numbe
is added to the pixel in each plane through which the l
joining the two coincident crystals passes. This numbe
inversely proportional to the product of the crystals’ relati
detection efficiencies, the attenuation of the gamma r
along their oblique path through the breast, and the detec
probability had the annihilation occurred at that location
the plane, as shown in our previous work.10 The image plane
closest to the site of high focal uptake has the best focu
image of the site. The seven PEM images are presented
to right with the left-most image nearest the x-ray sour
The image orientation is as if the breast were pendant w
the chest wall at the top of the image. The pixel size in
seven 1283128 images is 0.5 mm since the sampling d
tance on each detector is 1.0 mm.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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IV. COREGISTRATION OF IMAGES

A. Coregistration tool

In order to facilitate the registration between the rad
graphic and the metabolic images, a coregistration tool
been developed. The registration tool is a thin sheet of Pl
glas™ (13039533 mm thick! with a 39349 mm2 window
and graticule made of 0.5-mm-thick steel wire. The coreg
tration tool can be seen extending from the upper detecto
Fig. 1. These wires are visible on the x-ray image and p
vide magnification information. In Fig. 3 the window dimen
sions are given asLX andLY . The nearest edge of the win
dow to the patient is locatedWYO from the edge of the film.

The PEM field of view10 (49359 mm2) is larger than the
coregistration tool window. Since the tool window is pos
tioned above the breast, its image is always magnified m
than any plane through the breast, on the x-ray film. Depe
ing of the compression used, the window size will reach
least the 49359 mm2 at the midpoint of the breast.

FIG. 2. Formation of seven images by backprojection of lines of respo
through a compressed breast. The images are displayed in the primary
dow from left to right with the leftmost image nearest the x-ray source. T
best focused hot-spot image~thick line! corresponds to the plane of th
region of higher uptake.

FIG. 3. Magnification of PEM images in frontal and lateral views showi
how the window in the registration is imaged on the mammogram film.
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2122 Bergman et al. : PEM and mammogram coregistration 2122
During the x-ray examination, the breast is imag
through this window, producing a radio-opaque grid on
film. The window provides a landmark which can be used
position the PEM data on top of the x-ray mammograp
image. This region can be repositioned by sliding the to
detector assembly across the breast area.

B. Derivation of magnification factors

During a mammogram, x rays diverge from a point on t
anode producing a magnified film image of the patien
breast. The mammography film is not symmetric since
anode of the x-ray source is directly above thecenter of the
chest wall edgeof the mammography film. This point is th
origin of the magnification on the x-ray film as shown in Fi
3. Figure 3 shows both frontal and lateral views. The se
PEM image planes are each magnified by a different amo
and appear shifted by a different amount on the mamm
gram.

The PEM image must be scaled by a factor which
pends on the PEM image plane chosen~one of seven! and
the zoom setting on the video camera. This is illustrated
Fig. 4 where two points labeledP1 , in plane1, and P5 in
plane5 are both a distanceb from the center of theX-axis
PEM image. If these points were radio-opaque each wo
cast a different shadow on the film, one atX1 , and the other
at X5 .

The program calculates the necessary scale factors
quired to match the PEM image size to the film image s
by considering the similar triangles constructed when p
tons are emitted from the point like x-ray anode~see Fig. 4!.
Suppose the x-ray anode is at a heightA, and the window in
the tool is at a heightW above the magnification table. If th
height of the magnification table isH, and the thickness o
the compressed breast isB then from similar triangles, the
magnificationMSs of the X coordinate of a pointPS in slice
number ‘‘S’’ is

MS5
A

A2H2 B~7.52S!/7
. ~1!

FIG. 4. Front view of PEM magnification geometry showing two points
different PEM slices, both the same distance from the center line. Since
are on different slices their images will appear at different points in
mammogram.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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Similarly, the magnification of the window,MW , is

MW5
A

A2H2W
. ~2!

Combining Eqs.~1! and ~2! we obtain an expression for th
relative magnification of the PEM sliceS with respect to the
image of the window,MSW:

MSW5
MS

MW
5

A2H2W

A2H2B@~7.52S!/7#
. ~3!

The edge of the window nearest the patient’s ches
locatedWYO mm from a vertical line joining the anode to th
back of the film as shown in Fig. 3. The location of this lin
on the film is MW* WYO from the edge. This distance is
reference to the edge of the film when it is digitized. T
window is always a fixed distance,WB , above the com-
pressed breast~36 mm!. Table I lists these symbols and give
the values~in mm! for our instrument.

The PEM detectors traverse along the width of the bre
To correlate the image of the registration tool on the x-r
film with the field of view of the PEM scanner, the detecto
must move across the breast by a specific distance. A s
on the railings is provided for this purpose. The distance t
the detectors would have to move to align the two modalit
is not simply equal to the physical distance,DWP , between
the plastic coregistration window and the PEM detector~150
mm!. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5. In practice, since th
error is relatively small, the detectors are always moved b
fixed distance~corresponding to a breast thickness of 50 m
and the lesion being in the central slice! and a software cor-
rection is applied. The PEM image is moved by a sm
amount,Dx depending on the actual slice of the lesion a
breast compression. From similar triangles:

XM

A2H20.5B
5

d

A2H2W
,

Dx5XM2XP , ~4!

Dx5dFA2H20.5B

A2H2W G2XP ,

ey
e

TABLE I. Symbols, definitions, and values for distances which influence
PEM magnification values.

Distance Symbol Value~mm!

Anode to film A 580
Height of magnification table H 220
X length of window LX 39
Y length of window LY 49
Y origin of window from film edge WYO 26
Distance from window to breast WB 36
Breast compression~variable! B 15-70
Distance from window to magnification

table ~variable!
W 51-106

Horizontal distance from window to PEM DWP 150
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2123 Bergman et al. : PEM and mammogram coregistration 2123
whereXP is the center of the PEM image field, andXM is the
center of the registration window in the mammogram, a
0.5B is the height of the center slice through the breast.

C. PEM/mammogram coregistration software

We have written software to display PEM images us
standard X-Windows library functions in Open VMS. Use
have several options when presented with the seven P
image planes on the computer screen. After selecting on
the images, zoom, smoothing, and profile features allow
further image processing.

The PEM image overlays the x-ray image in a ‘‘registr
tion window.’’ The PEM and x-ray images have separa
color scales whose upper and lower thresholds can be ch
by the user. When overlaying the PEM image on the ma
mogram, the PEM color is displayed if the pixel is above t
lower PEM display threshold, otherwise the grayscale ma
mogram pixel is displayed. The resulting effect is a ba
ground grayscale mammogram image with colored regi
highlighting areas of increased FDG radio-tracer uptake.

In order for the PEM images to be displayed with t
same scale as the mammogram it is necessary to accoun
the zoom factor of the video camera used to digitize the fi
This, and the user identification of the coregistration to
described below, require an additional scale factor betw
mammogram pixels and PEM pixels. Due to the fact that
video camera pixels may not be perfectly square, and
user may not identify the corners of the registration tool p
fectly, separate scale factors for each axisSX and SY are
used. These are incorporated into Eq.~3! to provide a pair
(MSWX and MSWY! of factors to scale the PEM pixels t
digitized mammogram pixels:

MSWX5SX

A2H2W

A2H2B@7.52S/7#
,

~5!

MSWY5SY

A2H2W

A2H2B@7.52S/7#
.

FIG. 5. ~a! Center of field of view of mammogram (Xm) and PEM image
(Xp) do not match if one assumes that the position of the PEM sca
should correspond exactly to the previous position of the registration t
~b! Applying the magnification corrections ensures that the same regio
imaged.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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The scaled PEM image is offset byDx before being over-
laid on the mammogram.

The procedure used to display the PEM image on
mammogram consists of four phases, the first two of wh
require user input.First: The user selects a grayscale ran
which maximizes the visibility of the coregistration tool o
the digitized mammogram.Second:The user selects the
‘‘Find Tool’’ option, and uses the mouse to drag and stre
a rectangular outline of the registration tool until it overla
the tool’s image on the digitized x-ray film.~During this
phase the scale factors,SX and SY , for each axis of the
mammogram image are established. This allows for a
zoom setting to be used on the digitizing camera.! Third: The
program interpolates PEM image to the size of the mamm
gram, and its position is established.Fourth: The program
displays the PEM pixels in the offset and aligned PEM i
age which exceed the lower PEM color-scale threshold
the mammogram image. The result is a metabolic breast
age scaled and aligned with the anatomical features vis
on the mammogram.

V. PHANTOM EXPERIMENTS

A. Magnification factors

To verify the magnification factors, the tool was placed
three heights, 120, 60, and 5 mm above the magnifica
table, exposing the film at each height. The film was th
digitized and the tool was aligned with each image on
film. The measured coregistration tool and image slice m
nification factors were compared with calculated values.

B. Image of diamond pattern of capillary tubes

A diamond-shaped array of 22, 0.5-mm-i.d. capilla
tubes was filled with18F solution to a depth of 1 cm~using
the capillary action of the tube!. The closest tube center t
center distance was 5.7 mm. This arrangement was ima
in air to facilitate the precise correlation between a PE
image and its corresponding mammogram. The glass tu
are easily seen on the x-ray mammography film. An x-r
mammogram and a PEM image were made for several
ferent lateral positions along the detectors’ range of moti
Seven lateral displacements, from230 to 130 mm, from
the x-ray axis of symmetry were used. Seven sets of ima
were collected for two equivalent breast compressions~60
and 70 mm!.

The image registration procedure is used to align e
image pair. A feature of the registration software allows t
user to identify and store the coordinates of different poi
in an image.~This feature was written for making initia
offset calibrations for the PEM/x-ray mammogram syste
but is it not required clinically.! The image threshold is firs
set to optimize the presentation of the PEM image. The c
ters of the tubes which are in the field of view of the PE
detectors are then identified. After thresholding the co
bined image so that the PEM image disappears, but the x
mammogram remains, the center of each tube on the
image is identified. The paired differences in bothX andY

er
l.
is
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FIG. 6. The coregistration tool corresponding to breast compressions of 5, 60, and 120 mm. The green pattern corresponds to the digital represen
tool which has been scaled to indicate the image of the tool at 60 mm compression.
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coordinates measured for each modality are then used to
timate the mean distance between the PEM and x-ray
ages.~The sign is positive if the point in the PEM image is
the right of, or above the same point in the mammogra!
The standard deviation of the differences between the ce
of each point in the PEM image and each point in the x-
image for each image set was also calculated. A nonz
mean distance can be due to the difficulty in reading
scale at both ends of the detector travel, and any play in
vertical and horizontal rails along which the detectors sli
A nonzero standard deviation would be due to the ima
resolution and the ability of the user to identify the center
each point in each image.

TABLE II. Magnification factors calculated for the coregistration tool fro
Eq. ~2!, and measured for two slices and breast compressions equivale
5, 60 and 120 mm.~The measured values include zoom factors and error
scaling the tool.!

Equivalent breast
compression

~mm!

Calculated
coregistration

tool magnification

Measured slice
magnification (X,Y)

Slice 1 Slice 7

5 1.82 1.28, 1.23 1.26, 1.22
60 2.20 1.48, 1.42 1.27, 1.22

120 2.84 1.76, 1.73 1.26, 1.25
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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VI. PATIENT STUDIES

The initial clinical trial using this instrument is present
underway. The trial requires examination of 20 patients w
symptoms very suspicious of breast cancer. So far 13 s
jects have been studied. A detailed analysis of the outco
of these studies will be presented elsewhere.

This scanning protocol forms part of the grant applicati
to the National Cancer Institute of Canada’s Canadian Bre
Cancer Research Initiative, under which this research is
ing carried out. The protocol has been approved by the Ro
Victoria Hospital’s Research Ethics Board. The patie
must be older than 21 years of age, nondiabetic, not p
nant, and be a candidate for an excisional breast biops
mastectomy within two weeks. Preference is given to
tients with small lesions~less than 1 cm in diameter!. They
must give informed consent in French or English using
approved form.

Patients fast for at least 4 h, and are injected with 75 M
of 18F FDG in the Nuclear Medicine department of the Roy
Victoria Hospital. This injected dose is approximately 1/5
the amount used for conventional whole-body PET stud
This lower dose can still be imaged effectively because
the high sensitivity of the PEM instrument compared to PE

They are then taken to the Cedars Breast Clinic wh
they are encouraged to drink water. Before preparation

to
n
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FIG. 7. Pattern of18F filled capillary tubes imaged in the center of the PEM field of view~top row!, and displayed by 10 mm~bottom row! to demonstrate the
field of view. The top row images have 60 000 counts and the bottom row images have 14 000 counts.
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the PEM scan, they are asked to urinate in order to red
their radiation exposure. Based on previous mammogra
the suspicious breast is placed on the magnification ta
and semicompressed. The compression used is less tha
required for a diagnostic mammogram due to the length
the subsequent PEM scan~1–5 min!. Either a cranial-cauda
~CC! or medio-lateral oblique~MLO! mammogram is per-
formed through the registration window attached to the
per PEM detector. Due to the reduced breast compress
the resultant film image may not be of diagnostic or scre
ing quality, however, the suspicious mass should still
clearly visible. After viewing the film, the PEM detectors a
positioned over the same suspicious area and a 1–5
metabolic scan is performed. A scan of the ‘‘assumed n
mal’’ breast is also performed.

To obtain optimal image quality, our protocol allow
other views to be acquired, if necessary, given that the
tient is willing to tolerate further examination. Additiona
x-ray studies are only made if a change in orientation~from
CC to MLO, for example! is required. If the PEM detector
are only moved laterally to enhance the image, the new
sition is recorded, but an additional mammogram film is n
made. A PEM scan of the contralateral breast is also mad
order to obtain images from ‘‘probably normal’’ breas
without requiring the scanning of assumed ‘‘normal su
jects.’’

VII. RESULTS

A. Magnification factors

Figure 6 shows the result of a triple exposure mamm
gram film of the coregistration tool at heights equivalent
breast compressions of 5, 60, and 120 mm. The green ou
is the digital model of the tool which has been overlaid
the 60 mm exposure. The tool outline was also overlaid
the two other images.

The magnification factors calculated for the registrat
tool in all three cases are given in Table II, along with t
measured magnification factors for the extreme sli
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through the breast~slices 1 and 7! as estimated by the pro
gram using Eq.~1!. Table II shows the range of magnifica
tion factors for extreme~5 and 120 mm! and typical~60 mm!
values of breast compression. It also demonstrates tha
magnification of the upper slices through the breast chan
much more than the lowest slice as a function of breast c
pression.

B. Diamond pattern phantom

Figure 7 shows the seven images of the array of gl
capillary tubes filled with18F solution. The detector separa
tion was set to measure a 60 mm compressed breast th
ness. The top row of images was acquired for 1 min a
formed from 60 000 counts. These images show the co
plete pattern with all tubes in the PEM field of view. Th
lower row of images was formed with only 14 000 coun
This series shows the coregistration tool and PEM detec
laterally displaced by 10 mm from the unit’s axis of symm
try. The best-focused image is slice 5, which correspond
the plane in which the tubes were placed.

Figure 8 shows the overlay of a PEM image after scal
to the corresponding mammogram film.~This image was
taken from the upper row of Fig. 7, corresponding to the fi
image plane.! The mean distances between the PEM a
x-ray images of each set of points are given in Table III. T
sign of the distance indicates the position of the PEM ima
with respect to the mammogram. The average distance
tween the modalities ranges from 0.03 to 2.61 mm for e
set of readings. The standard deviations in Table III refl
the ability to image and identify homologous points in ea
modality. These range from 0.01 to 0.91 mm~average: 0.24
mm! suggesting the measurement precision is better than
spatial resolution12 of 2.1 mm. TheX coordinate of the dis-
tances is greater than the instrument’s spatial resolution. T
is attributed to the difficulty in reading the scales on the ra
on which the detectors travel, and a slight lateral play
these rails.~The scales have been made easier to read,
the play reduced since these experiments were performe!
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FIG. 8. Overlay of PEM image of the array of capillary tubes on a mammogram film illustrating the registration procedure. There is a lateral displac
error of 2.25 mm between the PEM and x-ray images~Table III!.
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C. Patient study

A 48 year old woman presented with a radio-opaque m
in the superior lateral quadrant of the left breast in a rout
mammogram. Two weeks later, she underwent a PEM stu
The 5 min cranio-caudal~CC! PEM scan of the semicom
pressed left breast was performed 44 min after the injec
of 75 MBq of FDG. Four days later, a modified radical ma
tectomy was performed on the left breast. Subsequent pa
logical examination of the tissue showed the presence o
filtrating intraductal carcinoma measuring 2.532.232.2 cm
classified as grade III on the Bloom and Richardson25 scale.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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On this scale, a grade III tumor is poorly differentiated a
metabolically more active than a grade I tumor.

The top row of Fig. 9 shows the seven CC images of
abnormal breast. These images were made with the en
discriminators set for 350–650 keV, and were made fr
37 000 counts. The bottom row of Fig. 9 shows the imag
acquired for the ‘‘assumed normal’’ breast. Note the area
increased uptake~bright spot! in the suspicious breast. Figur
10 shows a zoomed image of the corresponding mam
gram with the outline of the registration tool. The radi
opaque mass is visible as is a cluster of microcalcificatio
as a
TABLE III. Mean distance~6std. dev.! between PEM and x-ray images of up to 18 points along both axes
function of equivalent compression~60 and 70 mm! and lateral displacement (230 to 30!. The last column
shows the number of points used.

Displacement in
mm of PEM field-of-view

with respect to mammogram
center line

X distance
~60 mm

compress.!

Y distance
~60 mm

compress.!

X distance
~70 mm

compress.!

Y distance
~70 mm

compress.!

No. of
visible
points

230 5.1860.02 20.7060.06 2.5660.06 20.7860.91 4
220 5.1560.13 20.3160.21 3.2660.03 21.3360.42 11
210 3.6660.10 1.8960.07 3.3660.03 21.9060.48 17

0 25.6 60.01 0.4760.44 21.7060.20 23.3960.10 16
110 1.8760.13 0.8460.21 2.6960.08 22.3360.48 18
120 2.2560.14 20.6160.32 4.7360.08 22.8760.10 10
130 2.3360.05 21.4060.07 3.3860.47 23.2060.01 5

Average 2.1260.08 0.0360.19 2.6160.14 22.2660.36
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FIG. 9. Cranial-caudal view of abnormal left breast~top row! and right breast~bottom row!. In the images, the breast appears pendant. The imaging time
5 min, and the abnormality was clearly visible after 1 min.
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Figure 11 shows the thresholded PEM image overlaid
the corresponding mammogram. The region of highest
take corresponds well to the location of the microcalcific
tions on the mammogram.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In previous metabolic breast studies, registration with t
ditional modalities has been identified as a problem. O
instrument was designed from the beginning to allow in
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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gration of both structural and metabolic imaging. We ha
demonstrated that it can provide reproducible coregiste
images.

The ability to view images almost in real time has co
siderable utility. In practice, our instrument can be us
much like ultrasound in that the images appear almost
stantly. The advantage of this is that other views can
added if an abnormality appears at the edge of the fi
where the detectors are least efficient and the depth per
calcifi-
FIG. 10. Digitized mammogram shown with PEM registration display with outline of registration tool used to position PEM image. Note the micro
cations near the top center of the registration tool.
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FIG. 11. PEM image showing increased metabolism in the same area as the mammographic abnormality.
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tion is poor. Although the use of focal plane reconstructi
compared to other more sophisticated reconstruction a
rithms, does not provide the most optimal image quality p
sible, the speed of this technique makes this instrument m
more clinically feasible. We intend to develop an ‘‘off-line
limited angle reconstruction program algorithm which cou
provide more quantitative images of the cells’ glucose me
bolic rate.

At present, too few clinical studies have been done
draw any definitive conclusions on the potential future r
of PEM in breast cancer detection. In our limited clinic
experience we have found that the studies have been
tolerated by patients. The biggest problem has been to p
tion the detectors over the suspicious region when it is cl
to the chest wall. Here we have found that MLO views allo
deeper imaging.

IX. CONCLUSION

PEM’s potential advantage over mammography is its a
ity to discern between malignant and benign tissues in th
dimensions. The cost to modify a preexisting mammogra
accessory to accommodate this PEM instrument is m
lower than purchasing a whole-body PET scanner. The
jected dose required to obtain metabolic images with PEM
less than with whole-body PET~approximately 5 times less!.
After correcting for magnification factors, x-ray mammogr
phy images and PEM metabolic images can be accura
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 11, November 1998
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coregistered to obtain valuable information about the lo
tion and characterization of suspicious breast lesions.
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